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Abstract. Signcryption is a public key or asymmetric cryptographic
method that provides simultaneously both message conﬁdentiality and
unforgeability at a lower computational and communication overhead.
In this paper, we propose a sound security model for signcryption that
admits rigorous formal proofs for the conﬁdentiality and unforgeablity
of signcryption. A conclusion that comes out naturally from this work is
that, as an asymmetric encryption scheme, signcryption is secure against
adaptive chosen ciphertext attack in the random oracle model relative
to, quite interestingly, the Gap Diﬃe-Hellman problem, and as a digital
signature scheme, signcryption is existentially unforgeable against adaptive chosen message attack in the random oracle model relative to the
discrete logarithm problem.

1
1.1

Introduction
Motivation for Research

To achieve message conﬁdentiality and authenticity, there have been a great
number of proposals of cryptographic building blocks both in the symmetric
and asymmetric settings. Furthermore, ever since provable security with respect
to strong attack models was regarded as important for proposals of new schemes,
intensive eﬀorts have been made in this line of research. In the early stage, Zheng
and Seberry [26] proposed several practical asymmetric encryption schemes secure against adaptive chosen ciphertext attack, where the adversary is allowed
to make queries to a decryption oracle to learn any information about a target ciphertext with the only restriction that the target ciphertext itself cannot
be queried to the decryption oracle. Afterwards, schemes with security proofs
against such an attack in the reductionist style (in other words, proofs of reduction from attacking the asymmetric encryption schemes to solving a computationally hard problems) under the heuristic assumption called random oracle model [6], were followed [5] [10] [17]. Moreover, the asymmetric encryption
scheme with security proof without such an assumption was also proposed [7]
and received great attention. For provable security of digital signature schemes,
D. Naccache and P. Paillier (Eds.): PKC 2002, LNCS 2274, pp. 80–98, 2002.
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slight modiﬁcations of the schemes in [8] and [19] were proved [18] [15] to be existentially unforgeable against adaptive chosen message attack [12] in the random
oracle model.
There has been growing interest in the integration of message conﬁdentiality
with authenticity. In the symmetric setting, some heuristic methods to support
conﬁdentiality and authenticity at the same time for transmitted data were considered in the internet standards such as IPSec [13] and SSL [9], and recently,
these methods have been analyzed in [4] and [14]. In the asymmetric setting,
Zheng [23] proposed a scheme called ‘signcryption’ which simultaneously and
eﬃciently provides message conﬁdentiality and unforgeability. Due to the potential of signcryption, especially in applications that demand high speed and
low communication overhead, it is important to research into rigorous security
proofs in the reductionist style for signcryption schemes.
The aim of this paper is to propose a precise security model for signcryption
and provide rigorous proofs based on the proposed model. As a result of this
work, we conclude that signcryption does meet strong security requirements with
respect to message conﬁdentiality and unforgeability under known cryptographic
assumptions.
1.2

Related Work

At PKC ’98, Tsiounis and Yung [22] studied a variant of a strengthened ElGamal encryption scheme originally proposed in [26], where Schnorr signature is
used to provide non-malleability for the ElGamal encryption. However, the security goal of their scheme is to provide conﬁdentiality and consequently, strong
authentication for message origin is not supported in their scheme. The same
scheme was also analyzed by Schnorr and Jakobsson [20] under both the generic
and the random oracle models.
At ISW 2000, Steinfeld and Zheng [21] proposed the ﬁrst signcryption scheme
whose security is based on integer factorization. They provided a formal security
model and security proof for the unforgeability of the proposed scheme. However,
they left open a formal proof of the conﬁdentiality of their scheme.
In a separate development, various researchers have made some interesting
observations in the symmetric setting. At Asiacrypt 2000, Bellare and Namprepre [4] proposed formal security models for the compositions of symmetric
encryption and message authentication. They concluded that only ‘Encryptthen-MAC (EtM)’ composition is generically secure against chosen ciphertext
attack and existentially unforgeable against chosen message attack. Krawczyk
[14] considered the same problem while examining how to build secure channels
over insecure networks. He showed that ‘MAC-then-Encrypt (MtE)’ composition was secure too under the assumption that the encryption method employed
was either a secure CBC mode or a stream cipher that XORs the data with a
random pad.
Very recently [1] (and independently of our work), in [1] it has been shown
that earlier results in [4] and [14] can be extended to the asymmetric setting.
Although security notions of [1] bear some similarities to ours, the generic anal-
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ysis given in that paper does not appear to be applicable in deriving our security
results for signcryption, primarily due to the special structure of signcryption.
1.3

Diﬀerences between Our Model and Previous Models

To address the signiﬁcant diﬀerence between security implication of the compositions of encryption and authentication in the symmetric setting and that
in the asymmetric setting, we consider the conﬁdentiality of the ‘Encrypt-thenMAC (EtM)’ and ‘Encrypt-and-MAC (EaM)’ compositions in the symmetric setting, and the security of the corresponding simple asymmetric versions, namely,
‘Encrypt-then-Sign (SimpleEtS)’ and ‘Encrypt-and-Sign (SimpleEaS)’, deﬁned
in the natural way, with the signer’s public key being appended. As was independently observed in [1], it is not hard to see that while the symmetric composition
EtM is secure against chosen ciphertext attack (indeed, EtM is generically secure
as shown in [4]), the simple asymmetric version SimpleEtS is completely insecure against adaptive chosen ciphertext attack, even if the underlying encryption
scheme is secure against adaptive chosen ciphertext attack. The reason is that in
the asymmetric versions, a ciphertext in the composed scheme contains an additional component (not present in the symmetric versions), namely the sender’s
signature public key. The fact that this component is easily malleable implies the
insecurity of the asymmetric version SimpleEtS under adaptive chosen ciphertext
attack.
As an example, let us assume that Alice encrypts and signs her message
m following the SimpleEtS composition. That is, she encrypts the message m
using an asymmetric encryption algorithm EpkB (·) and computes c = EpkB (m).
Then she signs on c using her digital signature algorithm SskA (·) to produce
σ = SskA (c). Now the ciphertext C is (c, σ). However, an adversary Eve now
generates her own public and private key pair (pkE , skE ) and signs on c obtained
by eavesdropping the ciphertext C en route from Alice to Bob. Namely, she can
produce C  = (c, SskE (c)) where SskE (·) is Eve’s digital signature algorithm.
Then she hands in her public key pkE (which may be contained in Eve’s digital
certiﬁcate) to Bob. Now notice that C  which is diﬀerent from C is always veriﬁed
as being valid using Eve’s public key pkE . Thus Bob decrypts C  into m. Hence
Eve succeeds in her chosen ciphertext attack on the SimpleEtS scheme even
if the underlying asymmetric encryption scheme is strong, say, secure against
adaptive chosen ciphertext attack.
1.4

Signcryption: A Variant of Encrypt-and-Sign (EaS)

The most attractive feature of signcryption is its eﬃciency. To achieve this goal,
signcryption can be viewed as an instantiation of the Encrypt-and-Sign (EaS)
paradigm. Besides eﬃciency gains, however, signcryption has some important
security-related improvements on the (insecure) SimpleEtS and SimpleEaS compositions. That is, signcryption seems to ‘ﬁx’, intuitively, the following two problems with the conﬁdentiality of those simple compositions. The ﬁrst problem is
with the malleability of SimpleEtS discussed above in the asymmetric setting.
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The second problem (which has pointed out in [4] and [14] for the scheme EaM
in the symmetric setting), is that the EaS composition cannot be generically secure because the signature part can reveal some information about the plaintext
message, and this may be true even though the underlying signature scheme is
unforgeable. However, the result in [4] and [14] does not mean that every EaS
composition is insecure. Rather one should read it as that security of cryptographic schemes employing EaS ought to be analyzed on a case by case basis.
1.5

Our Contributions

As mentioned earlier, signcryption has features which intuitively ﬁx the above
mentioned conﬁdentiality problems of the SimpleEtS and SimpleEaS compositions. A main contribution of this paper is to provide a rigorous proof that this
intuition is indeed correct, under known cryptographic assumptions in the random oracle model for the underlying hash functions. More speciﬁcally, we deﬁne
a strong security notion that is similar to the well known ‘IND-CCA2’ [3] notion for standard public-key encryption schemes, and prove the conﬁdentiality
of Zheng’s original signcryption schemes in the security notion. Our notion for
conﬁdentiality is even stronger than the direct adaptation of ‘IND-CCA2’ to the
setting of signcryption, since we allow the attacker to query the signcryption
oracle, as well as the unsigncryption oracle. We also prove the unforgeability of
signcryption in a strong sense, namely existential unforgeability against adaptive
chosen message attack.

2
2.1

Preliminaries
The Gap Diﬃe-Hellman Problem

At PKC 2001, Okamoto and Pointcheval proposed a new class of computational
problems, called gap problems [16]. A gap problem is dual of inverting and decisional problems . More precisely, this problem is to solve an inverting problem
with the help of an oracle for a decisional problem. In this paper, we only recall the Gap Diﬃe-Hellman (GDH) problem, among the various gap problems
discussed in [16], on which the conﬁdentiality of signcryption is based.
Deﬁnition 1 (The Gap Diﬃe-Hellman Problem). Let Agdh be an adversary for the GDH Problem. Consider a following experimental algorithm that
takes a security parameter k ∈ N. Agdh ’s job is to compute the Diﬃe-Hellman key
g xy mod p of g x mod p and g y mod p with the help of Decisional Diﬃe-Hellman
(DDH) oracle DDHg (·, ·, ·). Note that this DDH oracle tests whether a given
tuple is a Diﬃe-Hellman tuple (DH-tuple) or not. For example, if (X, Y, Z) is a
DH-tuple, DDHg (X, Y, Z) = 1. Otherwise, it returns 0.
Experiment GDHExpinvert
GDH,Agdh (k)
Choose primes (p, q) such that |p| = k and q|(p − 1)
Choose g ∈ (Z/pZ)∗ such that Ord(g) = q
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x ←R Z/qZ; X ← g x mod p
y ←R Z/qZ; Y ← g y mod p
DDH (·,·,·)
(k, g, X, Y )
g xy mod p ← Agdh g
return g xy mod p
def

invert
xy
mod p]. Then deNow let Succinvert
GDH,Agdh (k) = Pr[GDHExpGDH,Agdh (k) = g
ﬁne an advantage function of Ac as follows.
def

invert
Advinvert
GDH (k, t, qddh ) = max{SuccGDH,Agdh (k)},
Agdh

where the maximum is taken by all Agdh with execution time t and making qddh queries to the DDH oracle. We say the GDH problem is secure if
1
Advinvert
GDH (k, t, qddh ) is a negligible function in k for any adversary Agdh with
polynomial time bound in k and whose queries are polynomial in k.
2.2

Description of the Original Signcryption Scheme (SDSS1-Type)

Note that the signcryption scheme described in this section is the one derived
from the shorthand digital signature scheme (SDSS1) (named by the author of
[23]) which is a variant of ElGamal based signature schemes. Another signcryption scheme derived from SDSS2 can be described and analyzed in a very similar
manner presented in this paper. So we only consider the SDSS1-type signcryption scheme. Note also that the hash functions used in the signcryption scheme
are assumed to be random oracles [6] in this paper. And the bind information,
which is hashed in the signcryption process, contains such information as Alice
and Bob’s public keys. We remark that κ, which is a Diﬃe-Hellman key, is directly provided as input to random oracle H without being hashed by the random
oracle G in our description. Since hashing Diﬃe-Hellman key in signcryption is
allowed to be done quite ﬂexibly as noted in [23] and [24], we do not regard this
as a major modiﬁcation of the scheme.
Deﬁnition 2. Let SC = (COM, KA , KB , SC, USC) be a signcryption scheme.
Let k ∈ N be a security parameter. Suppose that H : {0, 1}∗ → Z/qZ and
G : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}l are random oracles. Note that l is a security parameter,
i.e. key length, for a symmetric encryption scheme described below. Let Eα (·)
denote a symmetric encryption function under some key α and Dα (·) denote a
decryption function of the symmetric encryption. (We assume that there is a
one-to-one correspondence between l and k. We also assume that Dα (·) is oneto-one over some ciphertext space C for all α. (This implies that the symmetric
encryption is deterministic.)) Also, note that | · | indicates the number of bits in
the binary representation of an integer.
1

We say a probability function f : N → R[0,1] is negligible in k if, for all c > 0, there
exists k0 ∈ N such that f (k) ≤ k1c whenever k ≥ k0 . Here, R[0,1] = {x∈R | 0≤x≤1}.
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Signcryption SC
Common parameter generation COM(k)
Choose prime p such that |p| = k
Choose prime q|(p − 1) such that q > 2lq (k)
where lq (k) ∈ N for some function lq
Choose g ∈ (Z/pZ)∗ such that Ord(g) = q
cpsc ← (p, q, g)
return cpsc
Alice’s key generation KA (k, cpsc )
xA ←R Z/qZ; yA ← g xA mod p
return (yA , xA )
Bob’s key generation KB (k, cpsc )
xB ←R Z/qZ; yB ← g xB mod p
return (yB , xB )
Signcryption SC G,H
xA ,yB (m) by Alice the Sender
x
x ←R Z/qZ; κ ← yB
mod p; τ ← G(κ)
xA
Get yA (= g mod p); bind ← yA ||yB
c ← Eτ (m); r ← H(m||bind||κ); s ← x/(r + xA ) mod q
C ← (c, r, s)
return C
Unsigncryption USC G,H
yA ,xB (C) by Bob the Recipient
Parse C as (c, r, s); Check whether r, s ∈ Z/qZ and c ∈ C
if (c, r, s) is not in correct spaces
return “reject”
else
ω ← (yA g r )s mod p ; κ ← ω xB mod p; τ ← G(κ)
m ← Dτ (c)
Get yB (= g xB mod p); bind ← yA ||yB
if H(m||bind||κ) = r return m
else return “reject”

3
3.1

Security Notions for Signcryption Scheme
Security Notions for Conﬁdentiality of Signcryption

Taking into account all the aspects of conﬁdentiality issues discussed in the ﬁrst
section, we now explain in detail a conﬁdentiality attack model for signcryption,
which we call the Flexible Unsigncryption Oracle (FUO)-model. In this model,
the adversary Eve’s goal is to break the conﬁdentiality of messages between
Alice and Bob. Eve is given Alice’s public key pkA and Bob’s public key pkB ,
and has access to Alice’s signcryption oracle (with Bob as recipient), as well as
a ﬂexible unsigncryption oracle, which on input a signcrypted text C, returns
output after performing unsigncryption under sender’s public key pkA chosen
by Eve at her will (Eve may choose sender’s public key as Alice’s public key
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pkA , say, pkA = pkA .) and Bob’s private key skB . In other words, the ﬂexible
unsigncryption oracle is not constrained to be executed only under pkA and
skB – Alice’s public key can be replaced by the public key generated by Eve.
Accordingly, the FUO-model gives Eve the full chosen-ciphertext power with the
ability to choose the sender’s public key as well as the signcrypted text.
Note, however, that in the FUO-model for signcryption Eve also has access
to Alice’s signcryption oracle. This can be useful to Eve because Alice’s private
key, which is involved in the signcryption process, can be exploited to achieve
Eve’s goal, namely to decrypt signcrypted texts from Alice to Bob. This is an
important diﬀerence between the FUO attack model for signcryption and the
standard chosen-ciphertext attack model for traditional asymmetric encryption
schemes (where the attacker can simulate the encryption oracle by himself).
Using the notion of indistinguishability of encryption (also known as semantic
security) [11], we now formalize the concept of security against adaptive chosen
ciphertext attack for signcryption with respect to the FUO-model. We say a
signcryption scheme is secure in the sense of indistinguishability (abbreviated by
‘ind’), if there is no polynomial-time adversary that can learn any information
about the plaintext from the signcrypted text except for its length. Following
a commonly accepted practice, we denote by FUO-IND-CCA2 the security of
signcryption against adaptive chosen ciphertext attack with respect to the FUOmodel under the indistinguishability notion.
Deﬁnition 3 (FUO-IND-CCA2). Let SC = (COM, KA , KB , SC, USC) be a
signcryption scheme. Let Ac be an adversary that conducts adaptive chosen ciphertext attack. Ac is composed of a ﬁnd-stage algorithm A1 and a guess-stage
algorithm A2 and has access to random oracles, the signcryption oracle which
performs signcryption under the ﬁxed keys xA and yB and the ﬂexible unsigncryption oracle. Ac ’s job is to correctly guess the bit b after making a number
of queries to its oracles with restriction that A2 is not allowed to query the target signcrypted text C to the unsigncryption oracle USC G,H
yA ,xB (·) in which the
G,H
ﬂexible unsigncryption oracle USC xB (·) executes unsigncryption under Alice’s
public key yA and Bob’s private key xB . Note that in describing our attack
model, the unsigncryption oracle is denoted by USC G,H
xB (·), namely, there is no
speciﬁed sender’s public key in the subscript. This is chosen intentionally to highlight that the sender’s public key is given more ﬂexibly to the unsigncryption
oracle (or the recipient). (However, it is important to note that Ac is allowed to
make the query C to the unsigncryption oracle USC G,H
yA ,xB (·) where the ﬂexible
unsigncryption oracle USC G,H
(·)
performs
unsigncryption
under the public key
xB
yA which is arbitrarily chosen by Ac and is diﬀerent from yA .) Let k ∈ N be a security parameter and s be state information. A speciﬁcation for the experimental
algorithm is as follows.
Experiment Cca2Expfuo−ind−cca2
(k)
SC,Ac
cpsc ← COM(k)
Pick G : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}l at random
Pick H : {0, 1}∗ → Z/qZ at random
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(yA , xA ) ←R KA (k, cpsc )
(yB , xB ) ←R KB (k, cpsc )

G,H
G,H
G,H,SC x
,y (·),U SC x (·)

A B
(m0 , m1 , s) ← A1
G,H
b ←R {0, 1}; C ← SC xA ,yB (mb )

B

(k, ﬁnd, yA , yB )

G,H
G,H
G,H,SC x
,y (·), U SC x (·)

A B
B
b  ← A2
(k, guess, C, yA , yB , s)

if b = b and C was never queried to USC G,H
yA ,xB (·)
return 1
else return 0

def

Now let Succfuo−ind−cca2
(k) = 2Pr[Cca2Expfuo−ind−cca2
(k) = 1] − 1. Then an
SC,Ac
SC,Ac
advantage function of FUO-IND-CCA2 is deﬁned as follows.
def

(k, t, qg , qh , qsc , qusc ) = max{Succfuo−ind−cca2
(k)},
Advfuo−ind−cca2
SC
SC,Ac
Ac

where the maximum is taken over all Ac with execution time t. Note that qsc
is the number of queries to the signcryption oracle and qusc is the number of
queries to the unsigncryption oracle, respectively. Also, note that gg and qh are
the number of queries to the random oracles G and H, respectively. We say SC
is FUO-IND-CCA2 secure if Advfuo−ind−cca2
(k, t, qg , qh , qsc , qusc ) is a negligible
SC
function in k for any adversary Ac with polynomial time bound in k and whose
queries are polynomial in k.
Now we recall the deﬁnition of security against chosen plaintext attack for
the symmetric encryption [2] used in the signcryption under the notion of indistinguishability.
Deﬁnition 4 (IND-CPA for Symmetric Encryption). Let SCSYM = (K, E,
D) be a symmetric encryption scheme. Let Ap be an adversary for IND-CPA.
Ap is composed of a ﬁnd-stage algorithm A1 and a guess-stage algorithm A2 . Let
l ∈ N be a security parameter and s be state information. A speciﬁcation for the
experimental algorithm is as follows.
Experiment CpaExpind−cpa
(l)
SCSYM ,A
p

κ ←R K(l)
E (·)
(m0 , m1 , s) ← A1 κ (l, ﬁnd)
b ←R {0, 1}; c ← Eκ (mb )
E (·)
b ← A2 κ (l, guess, m0 , m1 , c, s)

if b = b return 1 else return 0
def

Now let Succind−cpa
(l) = 2Pr[CpaExpind−cpa
(l) = 1] − 1. Then an advanSCSYM ,Ap
SCSYM ,Ap
tage function of IND-CPA for symmetric encryption is deﬁned as follows.
def

(l, t, qe ) = max
{Succind−cpa
(l)},
Advind−cpa
SCSYM
SCSYM ,A

Ap

p

where the maximum is taken over all Ap with execution time t and qe denotes
the number of queries to the encryption oracle, made by Ap during the attack.
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We say SCSYM is IND-CPA secure if Advind−cpa
(l, t, qe ) is a negligible function
SC
in l for any adversary Ap whose time complexity is polynomial in l.
3.2

Security Notion for Unforgeability of Signcryption

Following the security notion for unforgeability of signcryption formalized in
[21], we deﬁne unforgeability of the signcryption scheme SC. Since signcryption
oﬀers non-repudiation for the sender Alice, it is essential that even the receiver
Bob cannot impersonate Alice and forge valid signcrypted texts from Alice to
himself. To ensure that our proof of unforgeability covers this aspect, we allow
the forger in our attack model to have access to Bob’s private key as well as the
corresponding public key. A formal deﬁnition is as follows.
Deﬁnition 5. An experiment of forgery for SC is realized by the following procedure that takes as input a security parameter k = |p| ∈ N.
Experiment ForgeExpcma
SC,F (k)
cpsc ← COM(k)
Pick G : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}l at random
Pick H : {0, 1}∗ → Z/qZ at random
(yA , xA ) ←R KA (k, cpsc )
(yB , xB ) ←R KB (k, cpsc )
G,H
if F G,H,SC xA ,yB (·) (yA , yB , xB ) outputs (m, C) such that
(1) USC G,H
yA ,xB (C) = m and
(2) m was never queried to SC G,H
xA ,yB (·)
return 1 else return 0
def

cma
Now let Succcma
SC,F (k) = Pr[ForgeExpSC,F (k) = 1]. Then an advantage function
of F can be deﬁned as follows.
def

cma
Advcma
SC (k, t, qg , qh , qs ) = max{SuccSC,F (k)},
F

where the maximum is taken over all F with execution time t and at most qg ,
qh and qsc queries to the random oracles G, H and the signcryption oracle SC,
respectively, made by F . We say SC is existentially unforgeable against adaptive
chosen message attack if Advcma
SC (k, t, qg , qh , qsc ) is a negligible function in k for
any forger F whose time complexity is polynomial in k (Also, its queries are
polynomial in k).

4
4.1

Security Reductions
Conﬁdentiality of Signcryption

In this section, we provide a proof of a security reduction that signcryption
is FUO-IND-CCA2 secure in the random oracle model, relative to the GDH
problem. We show that an adversary Agdh using an adaptive chosen ciphertext
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attacker Ac as a subroutine can solve the GDH problem. We assume that Ac
is given the signcryption oracle and the ﬂexible unsigncryption oracle described
in the previous section. Note that the conﬁdentiality of signcryption against
adaptive chosen ciphertext is relative to the GDH problem. This is because,
with the help of DDH oracle, the signcryption and unsigncryption oracles are
successfully simulated. Now we state the results as a following theorem.
Theorem 1. If the GDH problem is hard and the symmetric encryption scheme
SCSYM in signcryption SC is IND-CPA secure, then SC is FUO-IND-CCA2 secure in the random oracle model. Concretely,
Advfuo−ind−cca2
(k, t, qg , qh , qsc , qusc )
SC

qsc (qg + qh + 1) + qusc
2lq (k)−1
where k and l denote the security parameters, t denotes execution time for FUOIND-CCA2 adversaries, qsc and qusc denote the number of queries to the signcryption and the unsigncryption oracles, respectively. Here, t1 = O(t + timeg +
timeh + timesc + timeusc ) and t2 = O(t1 ), where timeg (= O(qg2 + 1)), timeh (=
O(qh2 + 1)), timesc (= O(k 3 )) and timeusc (= O(k 3 + qusc )(qg + qh + timed ))
denote the simulation time for the random oracles G and H, the signcryption
and the unsigncryption oracles, respectively. Here, timed is simulation time
for the symmetric decryption function D. Also, qddh denotes the number of
queries to DDH oracle made by the adversary for the GDH problem and satisﬁes qddh = O(qg + qh + qusc ).
ind−cpa
≤ 4Advinvert
GDH (k, t1 , qddh ) + AdvSCSYM (l, t2 , 0) +

Proof 1. Suppose that k(= |p|) is a security parameter. Let p and q be primes
such that q|(p − 1) and g be element of order q. Let X = g x mod p and Y =
g xB mod p. Now we construct an adversary Agdh that given (k, p, q, g, X, Y ),
def

computes the Diﬃe-Hellman key κ∗ = X xB mod p with the help of a Decisional
Diﬃe-Hellman (DDH) oracle DDHg (·, ·, ·), using FUO-IND-CCA2 adversary Ac .
By deﬁnition, Ac consists of a ﬁnd-stage algorithm A1 and a guess-stage algorithm A2 .
Beginning of the Simulation. At the beginning of the simulation, Agdh
chooses a random string α∗ for G(κ∗ ). (Note that Agdh does not know the DiﬃeHellman key κ∗ at this stage.) Then, Agdh chooses random strings r∗ and s∗
∗ ∗
1
from Z/qZ and sets (Xg −r s ) s∗ mod p as Alice’s public key yA . Also Agdh sets
yB = Y .
Simulation of Guess Stage and End of the Simulation. When A1 outputs
two plaintexts m0 and m1 after asking queries to the random oracles and signcryption/unsigncryption oracles during the ﬁnd-stage, Agdh chooses b ∈ {0, 1} at
random, computes c∗ = Eα∗ (mb ). Then it answers A1 with (c∗ , r∗ , s∗ ). When A2
outputs a bit b as its guess after asking queries to the random oracles and signcryption/unsigncryption oracles during the guess-stage, Agdh returns κ∗ which
is a guess for the Diﬃe-Hellman key X xB mod p and is a preimage of α∗ .
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Simulation of the Random Oracles. If A1 or A2 makes a query κ to its random oracle G, Agdh runs a random simulator G-sim speciﬁed below and forwards
the answers to A1 or A2 . Note that two types of “query-answer” lists LG1 and LG2
are maintained for the simulation of the random oracle G, i.e., LG = LG1 ∪ LG2 .
The list LG1 consists of simple input/output entries for G of the form (κi , τi ),
where i ∈ N. But the list LG2 consists of special input/output entries for G which
are of the form ωi ||(?, τi ) and implicitly represents the input/output relation
G(ωixB mod p) = τi , although the input ωixB is not explicitly stored and hence
is denoted by ‘?’. New entries are added to LG2 by either signcryption or unsigncryption oracle simulators, which will be speciﬁed.
Meanwhile, if A1 or A2 makes a query µ to the random oracle H, Agdh runs
another random oracle simulator H-sim and answers A1 or A2 with the output
of H-sim taking µ as input.
Similarly to G-sim, the simulator H-sim also makes use of two input/output
H
H
lists LH
1 and L2 . The list L1 consists of simple input/output entries for H of the
H
form (µi , ri ). The list L2 consists of special input/output entries for H which
are of the form ωi ||(mi ||bindi ||?, τi ) and implicitly represents the input/output
relation H(mi ||bindi ||κi ) = τi , where κi = ωixB mod p is not explicitly stored and
hence is denoted by ‘?’. New entries are also added to LH
2 by either signcryption
or unsigncryption oracle simulators. Now we provide complete speciﬁcations for
G-sim and H-sim.
G-sim(LG , κ)
if DDHg (X, yB , κ)=1
then return N U LL
else if DDHg (ωi , yB , κ)=1
for some ωi ||(?, τi ) ∈ LG2
then return τi
else if κ = κi for some
(κi , τi ) ∈ LG1 then return τi
else τi ←R {0, 1}l
then return τi ;
κi ← κ; Put (κi , τi ) into LG1

H-sim(LH , µ)
Parse µ as m||bind||κ,
where κ is the rightmost k
bits of µ
if DDHg (X, yB , κ) = 1
then return N U LL
else if DDHg (ωi , yB , κ) = 1
and m||bind = mi ||bindi for some
ωi ||(mi ||bindi ||?), ri ) ∈ LH
2
then return ri
else if µ = µi for some
(µi , ri ) ∈ LH
1 then return ri
else ri ← Z/qZ then return ri ;
µi ← µ; Put (µi , ri ) into LH
1

Simulation of the Signcryption Oracle. When A1 or A2 makes a query m
to its signcryption oracle SC, Agdh runs a signcryption oracle simulator SC-sim,
gets a result from SC-sim and forwards a answer to A1 or A2 . A speciﬁcation
for SC-sim is given as follows.
SC-sim(LG2 , LH
2 , yA , yB , m)
τ ←R {0, 1}l ; c ← Eτ (m)
r ←R Z/qZ; s ←R Z/qZ
ω ← (yA g r )s mod p
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bind∗ ← yA ||yB
ωi ← ω; τi ← τ ; mi ← m; ri ← r
Put ωi ||(?, τi ) into LG2
Put (mi ||bind∗ ||?, ri ) into LH
2
C ← (c, r, s)
return C
Simulation of the Unsigncryption Oracle. When A1 or A2 makes a query
C, y¯A (the ﬂexible public key chosen by the Ac ) to its unsigncryption oracle
USC, Agdh runs a unsigncryption oracle simulator USC-sim, gets a result from
the USC-sim and forwards a answer to A1 or A2 . The following is a complete
speciﬁcation of USC-sim.
USC-sim(LG , LH , X, y¯A , yB , C)
Parse C as (c, r, s)
ω ← (y¯A g r )s mod p
if ω = X return N U LL
bind ← y¯A ||yB
if there exists (κi , τi ) ∈ LG1 such that DDHg (ω, yB , κi ) = 1 or
there exists ωi ||(?, τi ) ∈ LG2 such that ω = ωi
then τ  ← τi
else
τ  ←R {0, 1}l ; ωi ← ω; τi ← τ  ; Put ωi ||(?, τi ) into LG2
m ← Dτ  (c)
if there exists (µi , ri ) ∈ LH
1 such that DDHg (ω, yB , κi ) = 1,
where µi = mi ||bindi ||κi and κi denotes k rightmost bits of µi
or there exists ωi ||(mi ||bindi ||?, ri ) ∈ LH
2 such that ω = ωi ,
m = mi and bind = bindi for some ri
then r ← ri
else
ωi ← ω; mi ← m; bindi ← bind
r ←R Z/qZ; ri ← r ; Put ωi ||(mi ||bindi ||?, ri ) into LH
2
if r = r then return m
else return N U LL
Putting It All Together. A complete speciﬁcation of the adversary Agdh is
described as follows. Let s be state information.
Adversary Agdh (k, p, q, g, X, Y )
r∗ ←R Z/qZ; s∗ ←R Z/qZ
∗ ∗
1
yA ← (Xg −r s ) s∗ mod p; yB ← Y ; α∗ ←R {0, 1}l ; bind∗ ← yA ||yB
Run A1 (k, ﬁnd, yA , yB ), using G-sim, H-sim, SC-sim and USC-sim
to simulate answers to queries made by A1 to its oracles
if A1 queries κ to G such that G-sim(κ) = N U LL
abort and return κ
if A1 queries µ to H such that H-sim(µ) = N U LL
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abort and return κ, where κ is the k rightmost bits of µ
A1 (k, ﬁnd, yA , yB ) outputs (m0 , m1 , s)
b ←R {0, 1}; c∗ ← Eα∗ (mb ); C ∗ ← (c∗ , r∗ , s∗ )
Run A2 (k, guess, m0 , m1 , C ∗ , yA , yB , s), using G-sim, H-sim,
SC-sim and USC-sim to simulate answers to
queries made by A1 to its oracles
if A2 queries κ to G such that G-sim(κ) = N U LL
abort and return κ
if A2 queries µ to H such that H-sim(µ) = N U LL
abort and return κ, where κ is the k rightmost bits of µ
A2 (k, guess, m0 , m1 , C ∗ , yA , yB , s) outputs b
return κ∗
Analysis. Now we analyze our simulation. We consider Ac ’s execution in both
the real attack experiment (real ) and the GDH attack experiment (sim). Below,
we deﬁne an event called Bad, which causes the joint distribution of Ac ’s view to
diﬀer in experiment sim from the distribution of Ac ’s view in experiment real.
For all outcomes of experiment real except those in the event Bad, Ac ’s view
is distributed identically in experiments real and sim. Hence, outcomes in the
complementary event ¬Bad of real have the same probability in experiment sim,
and in particular:
Pr[Ac wins ∧ ¬Bad]sim = Pr[Ac wins ∧ ¬Bad]real
≥ Pr[Ac wins]real − Pr[Bad]real
1 1
≥ + Succfuo−ind−cca2
(k) − Pr[Bad]real
SC,Ac
2 2

(1)

Now we deﬁne an event GDHBrk in the experiment sim as follows:
– GDHBrk: Ac asks the Diﬃe-Hellman key κ∗ = X xB mod p to G-sim or Ac
asks µ∗ to H-sim such that κ∗ , where κ∗ is the k rightmost bits of µ∗ .
Observe that if GDHBrk occurs then Agdh will return the correct solution κ∗ to
the GDH instance that it is trying to compute. Hence, splitting Pr[Ac wins ∧
¬Bad]sim = Pr[Ac wins∧¬Bad∧GDHBrk]sim +Pr[Ac wins∧¬Bad∧¬GDHBrk]sim
≤ Succinvert
GDH,Agdh (k) + Pr[Ac wins ∧ ¬Bad ∧ ¬GDHBrk]sim , and substituting in (1)
we get:
Succinvert
GDH,Agdh (k) + Pr[Ac wins ∧ ¬Bad ∧ ¬GDHBrk]sim ≥
1
1
(k) − Pr[Bad]real .
+ Succfuo−ind−cca2
SC,Ac
2
2

(2)

Since Pr[Bad]real = Pr[Bad∧(¬GDHBrk∨GDHBrk)]real ≤ Pr[Bad∧¬GDHBrk]real
+ Pr[GDHBrk]real ≤ Pr[Bad ∧ ¬GDHBrk]real + Succinvert
GDH,Agdh (k), we have
2Succinvert
GDH,Agdh (k) + Pr[Ac wins ∧ ¬Bad ∧ ¬GDHBrk]sim ≥
1
1
(k) − Pr[Bad ∧ ¬GDHBrk]real . (3)
+ Succfuo−ind−cca2
SC,Ac
2
2
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In the remaining part of the proof we upper bound two terms in (3) as follows:
Pr[Bad ∧ ¬GDHBrk]real ≤

qsc (qg + qh + 1) + qusc
2lq (k)

(4)

and
Pr[Ac wins ∧ ¬Bad ∧ ¬GDHBrk]sim ≤

1 1
(l, t2 , 0)
+ Advind−cpa
SCSYM
2 2

(5)

The advantage bound claim of the theorem follows upon substitution of (4)
and (5) in (3), and taking maximums over all GDH adversaries with the appropriate resource parameters. The running time counts can be readily checked.
Hence it remains to establish the bounds (4) and (5), which will be done below.
First, to establish (4), we upper bound the probability Pr[Bad∧¬GDHBrk]real
of outcomes when the view of Ac during the real attack diﬀers from its view
during the simulation. It is easy to see that the inputs to Ac are identically
distributed in both real and sim. But errors can occur in simulating answers
to Ac ’s queries to its oracles G, H, SC and USC. Accordingly, we split Bad ∧
¬GDHBrk = GBad ∨ HBad ∨ USCBad ∨ SCBad into a union of bad outcomes in
simulating each of the oracles. We bound each as follows and then add up the
bounds using the union bound.
Signcryption Oracle Simulation Error. Notice that the signcryption oracle simulator chooses r and s independently and uniformly in Z/qZ and τ independently and uniformly in {0, 1}l and, then (deﬁning ω = (yA g r )s mod p and
κ = ω xB mod p) forces the following input-output pairs for the random oracles
G and H: G(κ) = τ and H(m||bind(= yA ||yB )||κ) = r. Due to randomness of the
random oracles, this results in the same signcryptext distribution in sim as in
real, if the images of H and G at the above points have not already been ﬁxed
due to earlier queries. But outcomes in real when the input to H or G has already
been ﬁxed cause a simulation error in sim.
Let (c̃, r̃, s̃) denote an output of the real signcryption oracle for each single
x̃
query m̃. Namely, (c̃, r̃, s̃) = (Eτ̃ (m̃), H(m̃||bind||yB
mod p), x̃/(r̃ + xA ) mod q),
x̃
where τ̃ = G(yB mod p). Now we deﬁne the following events.
x̃
x
mod p ∈ [LG ]in ∪ [LH ]in ∪ {κ∗ (= yB
mod p)}.
– E: yB

Here, [LG ]in is a set of all the inputs to the random oracle G, which exists in the
list LG . Also, [LH ]in is a set of all rightmost k bits of the inputs which exists in
x̃
mod p in the group, we have
the list LH . Thanks to uniform distribution of yB
qg +qh +1
Pr[E]real ≤ 2lq (k) for each signcryption oracle query.
Since there are up to qsc signcryption queries, the total probability of outcomes in real leading to signcryption oracle simulation error is bounded as:
q + q + 1
g
h
.
(6)
Pr[SCBad] ≤ qsc
2lq (k)
H-Simulation Error. The only event which can cause an error in simulating the
random oracle H is the GDHBrk. Since HBad ⊆ ¬GDHBrk, we have Pr[HBad] = 0.
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G-Simulation Error. Thanks to the ﬁxed-input DDH oracle available to Agdh ,
the random oracle G is perfectly simulated for any query, hence we have we have
Pr[GBad] = 0.
Unsigncryption Oracle Simulation Error. Let USCBad be an event that unsigncryption simulation error occurs during the execution of Ac . Then we will bound
USCBad ∧ ¬SCBad. Note that (USCBad ∧ ¬SCBad) ⊆ ¬SCBad and (USCBad ∧
¬SCBad) ⊆ ¬GDHBrk since USCBad ⊆ ¬GDHBrk. Note also that the event
USCBad ∧ ¬SCBad is speciﬁed as follows.
– USCBad ∧ ¬SCBad: Ac queries signcryptext (ybad , cbad , rbad , sbad ) to the unsigncryption oracle USC such that
(U.1) ωbad = X, where ωbad = (ybad g rbad )sbad mod p and
/ LGin ∪ LH
(U.2) κ∗ (= X xB mod p) ∈
in and
∗
(U.3) rbad = H(mbad ||ybad ||yB ||κ ) and
(U.4) mbad ||ybad ||yB ||κ∗ = mb ||yA ||yB ||κ∗
We remark that if (U.1) does not occur then there is no diﬀerence between USC
and USC-sim. Also (U.2) must hold, otherwise SCBad or GDHBrk happens. (U.3)
must occur or else both USC and USC-sim reject (namely, there is no diﬀerence
between USC and USC-sim). Finally, we establish (U.4) in the following claim.
Claim 1: mbad ||ybad ||yB ||κ∗ = mb ||yA ||yB ||κ∗ , i.e. the query to H by the
unsigncryption oracle during unsigncryption of (ybad , cbad , rbad , sbad ) is not the
one used to create r∗ in the challenge signcryptext (yA , c∗ , r∗ , s∗ ).
proof: Suppose the contrary, i.e. that mbad ||ybad ||yB ||κ = mb ||yA ||yB ||κ. Then
we have: (C.1) ybad = yA and (C.2) mbad = Dα∗ (cbad ) = Dα∗ (c∗ ) = mb ,
and (C.3) rbad = r∗ using (U.3) above. From (C.2) and the assumption that
Dα (·) is one-to-one for any key α, we have (C.4) cbad = c∗ . Finally, since
∗
∗
ωbad = (ybad g rbad )sbad mod p = X = (yA g r )s mod p, then using (C.1) and
∗
(C.4) and the fact that yA g r ∈< g > has order q (since Ord(g) = q is prime),
we conclude that sbad = s∗ mod q and since (ybad , cbad , rbad , sbad ) was accepted,
sbad ∈ Z/qZ so (C.5) sbad = s. Combining (C.1), (C.3), (C.4), and (C.5), we
arrive at the conclusion that (ybad , cbad , rbad , sbad ) is equal to the challenge signcryptext, which is impossible since Ac is not allowed to query the challenge. 

For each signcryptext (ybad , cbad , rbad , sbad ) queried to USC, Pr[(U.3)|(U.1) ∧
(U.2) ∧ (U.4)]real = 2lq1(k) because H(µbad ) is uniformly distributed in Z/qZ and
def

independent of rbad , where µbad = mbad ||ybad ||yB ||κ∗ , hence Pr[(U.1) ∧ (U.2) ∧
(U.3) ∧ (U.4)]real ≤ 2lq1(k) .
Since Ac makes up to qusc queries to USC we obtain
Pr[USCBad ∧ ¬SCBad]real ≤

qusc
.
2lq (k)

(7)

Adding up (6) and (7) we obtain the desired bound (4).
To complete the proof it remains to deduce the second bound (5) on the
probability Pr[Ac wins ∧ ¬Bad ∧ ¬GDHBrk]sim . We do this by constructing an
adversary Ap against the IND-CPA of the symmetric encryption scheme SCSYM
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used in the signcryption scheme, and show that its probability of winning the
‘IND-CPA’ experiment sim is at least Pr[Ac wins ∧ ¬Bad ∧ ¬GDHBrk]sim .
Now we construct the adversary Ap = (A1 , A2 ) using Agdh (which in turn
makes use of the adversary Ac to achieve its goal). Let s be state information.
Now a speciﬁcation follows.
Adversary A1 (l, ﬁnd)
Find k corresponding to l
r∗ ←R Z/qZ; s∗ ←R Z/qZ; x ←R Z/qZ; X ← g x mod p
∗ ∗
1
yA ← (Xg −r s ) s∗ mod p; xB ←R Z/qZ; yB ← g xB mod p
Run A1 (k, ﬁnd, yA , yB ), using G-sim, H-sim, SC-sim and USC-sim
to simulate answers to queries made by A1 to its oracles
if A1 queries κ to G such that G-sim(κ) = N U LL
abort and return κ
if A1 queries µ to H such that H-sim(µ) = N U LL
abort and return κ where κ is the k rightmost bits of µ
A1 (k, ﬁnd, yA , yB ) outputs (m0 , m1 , s)
s ← s||k||r∗ ||s∗ ||yA ||yB ||LG ||LH
return (m0 , m1 , s )
Outside the view of Ap , a random bit b ∈ {0, 1} and a random key α ∈ {0, 1}l
are chosen and c∗ = Eα (mb ) is computed. Then (m0 , m1 , c∗ , s ) is provided as
an input to A2 .
Adversary A2 (l, guess, m0 , m1 , c, s )
Retrieve s||k||r∗ ||s∗ ||yA ||yB ||LG ||LH from s
C ∗ ← c∗ ||r∗ ||s∗
Run A2 (k, guess, m0 , m1 , C ∗ , yA , yB , C ∗ , s), using G-sim, H-sim,
SC-sim and USC-sim to simulate answers to
queries made by A2 to its oracles
if A2 queries κ to G such that G-sim(κ) = N U LL
abort and return κ
if A2 queries µ to H such that H-sim(µ) = N U LL
abort and return κ where κ is the k rightmost bits of µ
A2 (k, guess, (m0 , m1 ), C ∗ , yA , yB , s) outputs b
return b
Now observe the following properties of Ap : (P.1) Ap makes no queries to its
symmetric encryption oracle. (P.2) If event Ac wins ∧ ¬Bad ∧ ¬GDHBrk occurs,
then Ac ’s view is identical in both sim and sim (P.3) If Ac wins ∧¬Bad ∧
¬GDHBrk occurs in sim then Ap wins.
Combining (P.1), (P.2) and (P.3) we get the desired bound Pr[Ac wins ∧
(l) ≤ 12 + 12 Advind−cpa
(l, t2 , 0), which
¬Bad∧¬SDHBrk]sim ≤ 12 + 12 Succind−cpa
SCSYM ,A
SCSYM
establishes (5) and completes the proof.

p
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Unforgeability of Signcryption

In this section, we state our results on unforgeability of signcryption. Due to lack
of space, all the proofs for showing signcryption SC is existentially unforgeable
against adaptive chosen message attack [12] are omitted in this version of the
paper. The basic idea of proofs is to use the ID reduction technique [15].
Theorem 2. If the signcryption scheme SC is forged with qs , qg and qh queries
to the signcryption oracle SC and the random oracles G and H, respectively,
within execution time t, then the discrete logarithm of the sender’s public key
yA = g xA mod p can be found with the following bound.

1
search
∗ 2
+
Advcma
SC (k, t, qg , qh , qsc ) ≤ 2qh AdvDLP (k, t )

1
2lq (k)

where execution time t∗ = O(t + timesc + timev + timec ). Note that timesc is
the simulation time of qsc signcryptexts timev and timec and denote the time
for veriﬁcation in IDSC which is an identiﬁcation scheme derived from SC and
the calculation time of xA mod q, respectively.

5

Conclusions

We have proved the conﬁdentiality of Zheng’s original signcryption scheme with
respect to a strong well-deﬁned security notion similar to the well known ‘INDCCA2’ notion deﬁned for standard public-key encryption schemes. Our conﬁdentiality notion is even stronger than the direct adaptation of ‘IND-CCA2’ to
the setting of signcryption, since we allow the attacker to query the signcryption
oracle, as well as the unsigncryption oracle. We have also proved the unforgeability of signcryption in a strong sense, namely existential unforgeability against
adaptive chosen message attack. Currently we are working on strengthening our
conﬁdentiality result even further by allowing the attacker to have ‘ﬂexible access’ to the signcryption oracle, i.e., the ability to specify an arbitrary recipient’s
public key in signcryption queries. We will call this new model Flexible Signcryption Oracle (FSO)-model. We are also working on extending results presented in
this paper to prove the security of various other signcryption schemes proposed
in [21] and [25]. We leave technical details for the on-going work to future papers.
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